These Newly tooled models feature ‘IBC’ connecting pins and the JTC Magnetic connecting system and are decorated with detailed prototype printing. JTC container series offer Multiple door styles and variants to match prototypes. Models come in packages of TWO, msrp $33.95. The IBC pins Mate with All JTC containers, Atlas 40’ & 45’ containers.
NEW SCHEMES - N SCALE CONTAINERS
JUNE 2019 RELEASES

SEE PARTICIPATING DEALERS FOR NEW RELEASES

20' Containers

205341  ZIM

205339  YANG MING

205340  GESEACO

MSRP $29.65 PER TWO PACK

Coming Soon Q3 - 20’ Standard Tank Containers
Details TBA

NEW – Controlled Entry Kiosk - 1:160 Scale. This controlled access Unit is often used at sensitive access points, such as entry to Railyards, Ports, Container terminals, office parks, and other areas that require secure controlled entry points. Often used in conjunction with an Office Guard station. This New JTC model is based on an actual unit in operation. The model will come painted and Assembled. Gate is non-operating. Supplied signal is non-operating. Sized in height, for semi-truck access, the unit features a communication Kiosk, camera on pole, traffic signal light & pole, gate and gate operator stand mounted on a high curb. Due Winter 2019.

Pre-Production design shown. MSRP $29.95 Painted & Assembled